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Contribution
of BASE focus on the redesign of the architecture for an OAI service provider to
fulfill these novel requirements. Having been run by Bielefeld University Library
since 2004, BASE is a registered service provider that collects, normalizes, and
indexes data using OAI-PMH and provides one of the world’s most complete aggregations of OAI publication data. BASE is providing data interfaces and index
access for other service providers. Moreover, we are developing (DFG funded)
machine learning-based text categorization to automatically apply subject indexing of OAI DC records for being able to provide access to subject-specific subsets
of the aggregation.

BASE Components and Activities

Reuse of Indexer BASE also powers
search on the web pages of Bielefeld
University and on the contents of the
local institutional repository BiPrints.

BiPrints

Mobile Apps An iPhone App
providing convenient access to
BASE is available on the App
Store: iBase
http://ub.unibi.de/ibase

Bielefeld
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Website

DDC Browsing Based on manual and
automatic subject indexing, a Dewey
browsing interface is being
developed.
http://baselab.base-search.net/
Browse/Home

MDStore The MDStore is a
service originally implemented
for the DRIVER Project. It is the
new metadata API of BASE and
makes the raw OAI data available
to third parties.

VuFind BASE recently switched to
VuFind as the framework for user
interface development.
http://vufind.org/
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Repository Service The new
Repository Service provides
detailed information on all
repositories indexed by
BASE.
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BASE APIs The BASE HTTP and
SOAP APIs can be used to integrate
the search results into third-party
systems. They are currently
employed by library OPACs as well
as meta search engines. Further
APIs providing access to the raw
metadata—including subject-specific
subsets—are currently under
development.
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Subject-based Metadata Access In
the near future, BASE will offer
access to subject-specific OAI data
subsets, e.g., for subject
repositories.
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OAI service providers are a well-established backbone of scholarly communication.
However, the development of the academic web does not stand still. Aggregating
metadata and making them searchable via unified interfaces is performed by many
search engines and not unique anymore. Rather, a service provider could exploit
the potential of repositories by supporting value-added services such as enrichment, refinement or data linking. This involves service providers becoming data
providers themselves by offering the aggregated—and ideally enhanced—data via
APIs, so that the retrieval of documents in repositories can be improved and the
development of further services will be fueled. Current activities in the context
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Dewey Indexing In order to enhance the
metadata quality of the indexed documents, we
make use of machine learning algorithms that
automatically classify publications according to
the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC). The
algorithms are developed in a DFG-funded
research project.
http://www.ub.uni-bielefeld.de/wiki/AutoOAI

Solr BASE recently switched from
FAST to Lucene/Solr. This step
involves active contribution to the
open source development of these
projects.
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BASE Blog The BASE Blog communicates
new developments in the BASE front end to
the users.
http://ub.unibi.de/baseblog

Community
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Back End

Twitter:
@BASEsearch

Solr Index
Twitter Our Twitter channel
announces news and developments
related to BASE on short notice.

OAI Validator The BASE OAI-PMH Validity
Checker (OVAL) is a tool for checking
OAI-PMH interfaces in terms of their
suitability for being processed by BASE. It
will be open sourced in the near future.
http://oval.base-search.net/
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OAI-PMH Blog We have harvested almost 3,000
repositories from all around the world. This
work has produced a wealth of experience about
harvesting and data quality that we would like to
share with the OA community.
http://ub.unibi.de/oaiblog
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BASE Fact Sheet

The BASE Team

• > 28 million documents indexed
• from > 1,800 document sources
• from > 70 countries
• sources selected for academic
Open Access contents
• crawling and indexing of selected
academic Web sites

Dirk Pieper project coordinator for
search engine technologies
Friedrich Summann head of IT
department at Bielefeld UL
Bernd Fehling senior developer
Renata Mitrenga junior developer
Sebastian Wolf department for
electronic services
Marek Imialek APIs, MDStore,
DRIVER, OpenAIRE (FP7)
Mathias Lösch text mining, automatic
subject indexing project (DFG)
Wolfram Horstmann head of projects
at Bielefeld University Library
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